Green and Black Cross (GBC) was set up to support the wave of anti-cuts protests in 2010, as the police used violence and harassment to intimidate protesters. We also have roots in supporting the environmental and climate justice movements.

Please note we are able to support protestors and activists only.

We continue to support struggles for social, economic and environmental justice.

We are a non-hierarchical group and are particularly interested in working with groups which share these ideals; our aim is to skill-share and build capacity for autonomy.

In practice, we are also limited in who we can support by our own capacity. Where necessary, we will prioritise support for groups with similar ideals, groups that are also working to build their own autonomous support, and groups or actions which are most at risk of police repression.

If you would like support for an action you are planning, please read here about the type of support we can offer, and then get in touch.